ventilation fitting Systems
made of thermoplastics
for permanent application in exhaust air

Pre-maDe PolYmer venTilaTion DucT
eliminate the need for customised faBr

HoKa Bends

HoKa Branch outlets
(T-Piece) 90°

HoKa Branch outlets
(T-Piece) 45°

HoKa Double sockets

HoKa Control valves
prepared for motor

HoKa Flanges

HoKa Flexible connectors

HoKa Sound attenuators
(reducer)

HoKa Outlet cowls

HoKa Roof heads

HoKa Back flow dampers

HoKa Back flow dampers

HoKa Gesellschaft für Lüftungsformteile aus Kunststoffen
mbH is a specialist manufacturer of moulded polymer
ventilation duct ﬁttings, which has been in operation
for over 30 years.
hoKa ﬁttings are produced in a large array of sizes with
dimensions ranging from 50 to 1250 mm diameter.
these plastic ﬁttings are available in all commonly required

arrangements such as bends, junctions, joiners and transitions. this vast range virtually eliminates the need for custom
fabrication.
hoKa ﬁttings are manufactured using a controlled process
that guarantees dimensional accuracy.
each ﬁtting is produced with joining collars on all openings
to further simplify the assembly process.

* PVc-U = Polyvinyl chloride, PP-h = Polypropylene, PPs = flame resistant Polypropylene, Pe-hD = Polyethylene, PP-el-s = electrically conductive, flame resistant Polypropylene, PVDf = Polyvinylidene ﬂuoride

& fiTTingS
rication

HoKa Reducers

HoKa Damper valves
with handle

HoKa Damper valves
with control knob

HoKa Damper valves
adjustable with locking knob

HoKa Condensers
deflector housing

HoKa Saddles
90° Outlet

HoKa Saddles
45° Outlet

HoKa Breech 90° Outlets

HoKa Through walls

HoKa Outlet with grilles
30° angled

HoKa End caps

HoKa Cleaning orifices

other dimensions and types of ﬁttings can also be produced
to meet individual requirements.
Produced in * PVc-U grey & white, PP-h, PPs, Pe-hD,
PP-el-s and PVDf, hoKa plastic ﬁttings are suitable for
all exhaust and ventilation systems, including the extraction
of corrosive and volatile fumes.

PVc-U duct and ﬁttings can be joined by solvent welding whilst
the joining of other materials (PP-h, PPs, Pe-hD, PP-el-s
& PVDf) is done by a plastic welding process.
our aim is to ensure continuous availability and short delivery
times on all hoKa products.
for sure you get free advice and consultation on the selection
and use of hoKa duct and ﬁttings.
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to get more technical information

You are welcome
to register yourself at
Scan the QR code for more information
or look at http://www.hoka.de

HoKa Gesellschaft für Lüftungsformteile aus Kunststoffen mbH
Reutherstrasse 12 . 53773 Hennef, Germany
Phone: +49 (0)2242 / 92 51 0 . Fax: +49 (0)2242 / 92 51 20
E-Mail: hoka@hoka.de . www.hoka.de

